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In view of the intense concern of practitioners in the field of
labor relations, an article reviewing labor-related cases decided by
the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals permits the consideration and
discernment of trends and patterns in the ever developing area of
labor-management relationships.

Among the more significant items considered by the court are
the refinement of standards for interpreting compliance with the
"laboratory conditions" required by the National Labor Relations
Board in secret ballot elections and the interplay of employee elec-
tions and bargaining orders issued by the Board.' Since the status
of legitimate election propaganda and standards for interpreting
adherence to proper conduct is of vital concern to employers and
unions alike, the court's decisions in Gibson Products Co.' and Big
Three Industries, Inc.3 are particularly noteworthy.

The following survey also highlights the court's present view of
the rights of employees with regard to the validity of dues deduc-
tions4 and the retention of reinstatement rights following strike mis-
conduct .'

The last decade has produced many new conflicts of interpreta-
tion in applying distinct legislation with apparent overlapping juris-
diction. Within that period, as the survey indicates, legislation in
the safety and health field, civil rights area, and equal pay area has
signified an acceleration of the merger of traditionally distinct labor
and management considerations. The court's treatment of the case
of NLRB v. International Longshoremen's Local 1581 is indicative
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of the trend toward the combining of considerations of traditional
labor relations and recently developed civil rights protections.

In the examination of the contribution made by the Fifth Cir-
cuit Court of Appeals in the area of labor relations, it can be safely
assumed that traditional limits on judicial decision-making consid-
erations have been substantially broadened, with particular stress
placed upon the concept of individual, personal rights of employees
in their relationships to their employers and bargaining representa-
tives alike. A major aspect of the survey which follows is the evi-
dence presented that any previously accepted standard of legal in-
terpretation has become somewhat changed by the court's emphasis
upon securing full protection of the rights of individuals.

The need for a survey such as the following cannot be overem-
phasized in view of the volume of the court's business in the area of
labor relations. The trends and guidelines examined in the following
article are worthy of careful consideration, especially in light of the
court's cases pertaining to civil rights.7

Survey

The power and influence presently exhibited by both big busi-
ness and the national labor organizations make abundantly clear
the importance of the United States labor laws; this importance is
even more apparent when these two powers come into conflict. Like-
wise, the importance of these laws to smaller scale labor disputes
should not be underestimated. National labor laws provide an or-
derly and, when possible, speedy means of resolving labor disputes.
In instances where injustice or wrongdoing has occurred, the labor
laws provide effective remedies and relief.

A majority of the labor law decisions rendered by the Fifth
Circuit this term involved the National Labor Relations Act and the
Labor Management Relations Act. The Circuit did devote addi-
tional attention, however, to the Fair Labor Standards Act, the
Occupational Health and Safety Act, the Railway Labor Act, and
the Labor-Management Reporting and Disclosure Act.

7. Cases dealing with Title VII (employment discrimination) are included in the Civil
Rights Survey. See Survey, p. 501 supra.
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